On the Record: Aug. 11, 2016
Hires/Honors/ PromotionsClark Patterson Lee, a full-service design firm that has served
public and private-sector clients for 40 years, announced that Marissa Colucci has joined its
team in Buffalo. Colucci received her Bachelor of Fine Arts in Interior Design from SUNY
Buffalo State in 2015.Charles Pringle and his wife, Leslie, take the helm and begin operating
Chadwick Bay Marina and the former Stefan’s Marina. Following the finalization of purchase
and lease agreements, Charles Pringle now owns and operates the former Stefan’s Marina
located at Lake Shore Drive West, and will lease operation of the city’s marina located at Lake
Shore Drive East.The Diocese of Buffalo has appointed Dr. Margaret Cain McCarthy as vice
chair of the Catholic Schools Advisory Council. Her term will expire in 2018. McCarthy is a
professor and associate vice president for academic affairs at Canisius College. Prior to that,
she served as dean of the School of Education and Human Services. McCarthy holds a
bachelor’s degree in mass communications from the University at Buffalo and a master’s
degree in educational administration and supervision from Canisius College. She earned a
doctorate degree in social foundations of education from UB.Company ConnectionsTully
Rinckey PLLC donated funds from its ongoing “Jeans and Sneakers” initiative to provide
needed support for immigration services at International Institute of Buffalo. The donated
funds will support the mission of the organization, which helps refugees and immigrants get
oriented to life in America, acquire job skills, learn the English language and receive
translation assistance.
The First Niagara Foundation is providing $5,000 in funding to maintain and expand a literacy
program offered by The Teacher’s Desk Inc., which increases access to reading materials for
teachers and students in Western New York. The Teacher’s Desk Inc. provides books and
magazines to teachers free of charge to increase student access to quality reading materials
that spark their interests.Orchard Park-based Curbell Plastics, suppliers of plastic sheet, rod,
tube, film, adhesives, sealants and prototyping materials, sponsored the Rochester Institute of
Technology (RIT) Electric Vehicle Team through a donation of materials from its Rochester
location. The materials helped students build and test components for the electric motorcycle
that raced against other student and professional teams at New Jersey Motorsports Park
earlier this month.

Tully Rinckey PLLC Binghamton Office Ribbon
Cutting
You're Invited: Tully Rinckey PLLC Binghamton Office Ribbon Cutting
Tully Rinckey PLLC, an upstate-wide coast-to-coast 70 attorney full-service law firm, is
holding a ribbon cutting for its new office space at 4100 Vestal Road, Suite 104, Vestal, NY
13850 on Tuesday, December 1, 2015 at 11:00 a.m.

Managed by former Broome County Family Court Judge Peter P. Charnetsky

, Tully Rinckey PLLC will offer a full range of legal services in the Binghamton market, to
include family and matrimonial law, criminal defense, estate planning, and real estate law,
among others. The firm’s business model brings a modern and innovative approach to the
practice of law. Mr. Charnetsky’s experience on the bench and in private practice brings a
unique legal perspective to Binghamton clients.When:
11 a.m., Tuesday, December 1, 2015Where:
4100 Vestal Road, Suite 104, Vestal, NY 13850RSVP by:
Friday, November 27, 2015. Space is limited.To RSVP, Call (607) 722-1520 or email
RSVP@tullylegal.com.

Security Clearance "isn’t a numbers game" - Greg
Rinkey Comments on Background Check Quota in
US
Even after Snowden, quota system on background
checks may be imperiling U.S. secrets
By Christian Davenport - June 14
For years, investigators charged with vetting the backgrounds of those who handle the
nation’s secrets have said they were pressured to churn through cases as quickly as possible.
The faster they turned them in, the faster their company got paid — even if the investigations
were rushed and incomplete.The company, USIS, lost the contract to conduct background
checks used in granting security clearances after an employee blew the whistle in a lawsuit,
eventually joined by the Justice Department. In the wake of a scandal so fierce that members
of Congress accused USIS of defrauding the government and prioritizing profit over the
nation’s security, federal officials vowed to prevent such abuses from ever happening
again.But a similar quota system used by USIS to drive its investigators continues at the
companies that now perform the bulk of the investigations — and in some cases is even more
demanding, according to internal company documents and interviews with current and former
investigators.The field workers at KeyPoint Government Solutions and CACI are required to
meet pre-determined numbers that dictate how many people they have to interview per day.
With their compensation tied to quotas — failure to meet them could lead to a cut in pay —
field investigators say the focus on quantity over quality that was so pervasive at USIS
persists. And the pressure to meet the goals often doesn’t allow them the freedom to follow
important leads to determine who should be granted access to classified material, they
say.Despite the congressional outcry, the contracts’ payment system is still structured so that
the faster the contractors turn over the cases to the federal government, the quicker they get
paid. And the federal government imposes a financial penalty if the companies miss their
deadline.The constant pressure to move through cases quickly may be coming at a
dangerous price, said Carolyn Martin, president of the American Federal Contract
Investigators Association, a professional group.The system is “just producing shoddy
investigations,” she said. “They are out there getting the points. Checking the blocks. They
are not conducting investigations.”One investigator, who worked at both USIS and KeyPoint,
said he left both companies because of the emphasis on speed over thoroughness.“It was
just too rushed,” the former investigator said, speaking on the condition of anonymity for fear

of reprisal. “I couldn’t in good conscience continue. I refused to cut corners, and it made me
look like I couldn’t perform to their unreasonable expectations.”In a brief statement, KeyPoint
said: “All security clearance investigations are subject to strict internal and external thresholds
measuring quality, thoroughness and accuracy. Falsifying any element of a federal security
clearance investigation is a felony.”On its Web site, KeyPoint says that its “commitment to
timeliness and quality is unwavering.” And that “because we know the work we do directly
contributes to national security, we will never sacrifice quality for speed.”CACI’s site says that
it “fosters a culture based on integrity, strong ethics, quality, and professionalism.” And that its
investigators “contribute to the safety and security of our nation in the company of colleagues
who value trust and integrity above all else.”The companies also evaluate their investigators
based on the quality of their reports, they say, often sending files back for additional work so
that they meet thoroughness standards.Both KeyPoint and CACI said they were prohibited
from responding to multiple requests for comment by the terms of their agreements with the
Office of Personnel Management, the agency that oversees background investigations for
most of the federal government.In an interview, Merton Miller, the associate director for
OPM’s Federal Investigative Services, defended the investigative system, saying that he
“absolutely” had full confidence in it.There are “very strict quality standards for our field work
contractors as well as our feds, so that when they do the work, they do it right,” he said.Miller
said he was aware that the companies use productivity metrics but did not know that they
have a tiered system that ties investigators’ compensation to their productivity.“Candidly, that
has not been brought to my attention,” he said.OPM has recently developed, for the first time,
quality-review standards used to judge whether the investigations are complete. That, Miller
said, is a marked improvement from the previous system, which left determinations of quality
to “the eye of beholder.”The agency, which said last week that it was the victim of a major
cyberattack that included its security clearance database, has also created government-wide
standards for training investigators. And last year, the agency, which oversees the
investigative process for the Pentagon and the majority of the federal government, stopped
awarding separate contracts for quality reviews of its cases, saying it was a conflict of
interest.Still, the companies are facing a daunting challenge. They had to pick up USIS’s
massive workload — which averaged 21,000 cases per month — when OPM suddenly did not
renew USIS’s contract last fall.With millions of dollars at stake, CACI and KeyPoint leapt at
the chance and went on hiring sprees to show they could handle the additional work. Yet they
still had to meet strict congressionally mandated timelines that dictate how quickly clearances
have to be granted. OPM has touted the drastic reductions in the time it takes to process
initial clearances, from 145 days in 2005 to fewer than 40 last year.It has been a lucrative
business. KeyPoint’s revenue under the contract jumped from $117 million in 2013 to $214
million last year. And it is on pace to receive nearly $240 million this year, according to a
Washington Post analysis of federal contracting data. CACI’s revenue also spiked, growing
from $47.5 million in 2013 to more than $93 million last year. This year it is on pace to hit
more than $175 million.U.S. Sen. Rob Portman (R-Ohio), who has been critical of the
pressure placed on investigators, said the government “has long struggled to balance
workload and quality.”“The issue has not gone away,” he said in a statement to The Post,
“and is just as apparent as OPM tries to make do after removing their largest contractor from
the investigation process last year.

